Gateways To Art: Understanding The Visual Arts (Second Edition)
Synopsis

The revised and expanded edition of the market-leading art appreciation college textbook. The Second Edition of Gateways to Art features an even greater emphasis on visual culture and contemporary art. All new "Visual Galleries" conclude each chapter, creating valuable connections throughout the text, while a unique chapter on Content and Analysis leads students step-by-step through detailed analyses of seminal artworks. Last, but not least, recurring "Gateways to Art" features teach students to examine works of art from all angles: formal analysis, media, history, and themes. 1,725 illustrations in color and black-and-white
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Customer Reviews

This was a required textbook for my art class. It is easy to read and really explains the different concepts of art. I Mary half way thru bit and have actually learned a lot. My daughter enjoys looking thru it and seeing what mommy is learning as well.... I will be keeping this one and not selling it back at the end of the semester.

First thing, I ordered this book as a rental, but received a new book with no rental sticker.(they better not charge me extra for their mistake)Secondly, the shipping/processing was all janky and I got charged a day before it arrived at my home.(which is not okay when you're a broke student)Third thing, it just now is saying it's on it's way, even though I already have it. Really weird, right?(someone messed up reaaally bad)Now onto to the actual book. It's paperback.But even FOR RENTAL PRICE I paid a whopping $93 bucks plus tax.THATS RIDICULOUS FOR A PAPERBACK!
Not a happy camper with this whole situation.

I do not like this book because it includes Al Gore as an expert on our climate, which he is not. He can't even manage his own house without buying carbon credits from his own company to make himself look good. There are also some discrepancies between the quizzes and the text.

Do not get the ebook. It is not a print replica.

worked well for my class

A good book.

Excellent!

very nice
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